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a b s t r a c t 
Conventionally, in vector Taylor series (VTS) based compensation for noise-robust speech recognition, hid- 
den Markov models (HMMs) are usually trained with clean speech. However, it is known that better per- 
formance is generally obtained by training the HMM with noisy speech rather than clean speech. From 
this viewpoint, we propose a novel VTS-based HMM adaptation method for the noisy speech trained 
HMM. We derive a mathematical relation between the training and test noisy speech in the cepstrum- 
domain using VTS and the mean and covariance of the noisy speech trained HMM are adapted to the test 
noisy speech in an iterative expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. In the experimental results on the 
Aurora 2 database, we could obtain about 10–25% relative improvements in word error rates (WERs) over 
multi-condition training (MTR) method depending on speech front-ends and the HMM complexity. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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a  1. Introduction 
Speech recognition in noisy environments still remains a dif-
ﬁcult problem despite many technical advances that have been
made in this ﬁeld. The techniques which try to mitigate the mis-
match between test noisy speech and clean speech HMM can be
generally categorized as noise-robust speech feature extraction,
speech enhancement, and feature compensation and model param-
eter adaptation [1–6] . 
Among these methods, we focus on the HMM parameter adap-
tation methods because they are very powerful in improving noisy
speech recognition accuracy compared with other approaches and
many new research effort s are still actively going on in these ar-
eas. Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) is one of the
earliest and most popular model adaptation methods [6] . A set
of linear transformations is used to adapt the means and covari-
ance matrices of the HMM. Some variants of MLLR have been used
to cope with the large amount of adaptation data required to es-
timate the transformation matrices [7] . Originally, developed for
speaker adaptation, MLLR can be also effective for noise robust
speech recognition. However, since it does not take into account
actual noise corruption process, its performance is generally lower
than the model adaptation methods such as parallel model combi-✩ This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Crocco Marco. 
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0167-8655/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uation (PMC) and VTS adaptation [3,4] that consider explicitly the
elationship between clean and noisy speech signal. 
Besides their superior performance, PMC and VTS require quite
ess adaptation data compared with MLLR. Especially, VTS adapta-
ion is performed at runtime just using the test noisy speech and
ts performance is known to be better than PMC since the non-
inear approximation based on a ﬁrst-order Taylor series expan-
ion is more accurate than the lognormal approximation used in
MC. Joint uncertainty decoding (JUD) adapts HMM parameters by
xplicitly modeling the joint probability density function (PDF) of
oisy and clean speech signal [8] . Compared with VTS and PMC,
UD requires less computation time by considering the joint PDF
or a small set of regression classes rather than for each mixture
omponent of the HMM at a small decrease in performance. The
oint PDF in JUD can be obtained either by using stereo data con-
isting of noisy and clean speech signal or by applying the conven-
ional model adaptation methods like PMC/VTS. 
Although the aforementioned model adaptation methods have
hown very successful results in noisy speech recognition, they use
MMs trained with clean speech as the baseline, which have some
imitation in improving noisy speech recognition accuracy due to
he inevitable mismatch between the observed test noisy speech
nd the adapted HMM parameters. This comes from the inaccura-
ies in the assumed noise corruption model and the mathematical
pproximations such as the ﬁrst-order Taylor series expansion in
he VTS adaptation. 
As a different point of view from the model adaptation ap-
roaches for noise robust speech recognition, training HMMsnder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Cirectly with noisy speech has been proposed to show very
romising results in noisy speech recognition [9–11] . For example,
n the multi-condition training (MTR) method, noisy speech signals
nder various noise conditions are collected to train one set of
MMs [9] . Also, multiple HMM sets corresponding to various
oise types and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values are constructed
uring training in a multiple-model based speech recognition
MMSR) framework [10] . The resulting noisy speech trained HMM
igniﬁcantly reduces the mismatch with the test noisy speech and
erforms much better than the clean speech HMM. 
Some research efforts have been proposed to incorporate the
onventional feature and model parameter compensation methods
o the noisy speech trained HMM. This is motivated by the idea
hat the noisy speech trained HMM is more advantageous to per-
ormance improvement than the clean speech HMM. One of the
arliest approaches to adapt the parameters of the noisy speech
rained HMM is Jacobian adaptation (JA) [12] . Since it is based on
 simple linear approximation of the nonlinear cepstral distortion,
t seems to have diﬃculty in accurately reﬂecting the changing
oise conditions into the HMM parameters. A noise-type depen-
ent minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation of the fea-
ure vectors has been applied successfully in the MMSR framework
13] . In our previous study, the nonlinear relation between the test
nd training noisy speech in the log-spectrum domain was used to
e-estimate the test noisy speech feature vector to make it match
etter with the noisy speech trained HMM [14] . In recent stud-
es, VTS and JUD based approaches have been popularly used in
he feature and model compensation for the noisy speech trained
MM [15–17] . For example, in [15] , an MTR trained HMM is trans-
ormed into a pseudo-clean HMM during training by using VTS.
hen, the pseudo-clean HMM is used for recognition instead of the
lean speech HMM to reduce environmental variations due to the
oise leading to successful recognition results. 
In this letter, we propose a new approach to adapt the param-
ters of the noisy speech trained HMM to the test noisy speech at
ecognition. It is based on a novel relation between the training
nd test noisy speech in the cepstrum domain. Compared with the
ecent model adaptation methods which adapt the pseudo clean
peech HMM, the proposed algorithm is relatively simple in its
mplementation since it does not require estimate the parame-
ers of the pseudo clean speech HMM [15] . In addition, the pro-
osed method improves performance by adapting directly the MTR
rained HMM, which makes it possible to take advantage of the in-
erent noise robustness of the noisy speech trained HMM. 
. VTS-based model adaptation 
In this section, we derive an adaptation formula for the mean
ectors and covariance matrices of the noisy speech trained HMM
sing VTS approximation. Contrary to the conventional VTS algo-
ithms which require clean speech HMM, the noisy speech HMM
rained by MTR method is used in the proposed adaptation algo-
ithm. A novel relation between the training and test noisy speech
s ﬁrst derived in the cepstrum-domain. The non-linear relation is
pproximated using VTS to obtain the mean vectors and covariance
atrices corresponding to the test noisy speech assuming that the
dditive and channel noises are known. An iterative EM algorithm
s employed to update both the noise and HMM parameters. 
.1. Adaptation of HMM parameters 
It is generally assumed that the clean speech x and the test
oisy speech y contaminated with additive and channel noise n , h
s related in the cepstrum domain as follows: 
 = x + h + C log( i + exp( C −1 ( n − x − h )) (1)here i is a unity vector and C and C −1 represent the discrete co-
ine transformation (DCT) and its inverse, respectively. 
Assuming there is no channel noise in the training noisy
peech y T r , it can be expressed as follows: 
 T r = x + C log( i + exp( C −1 ( n T r − x )) (2) 
here n T r represents the additive noise in the training speech and
s determined during training. 
We can derive the following equation by taking inverse DCT and
xponents on both sides of ( 2 ) 
xp ( C −1 x ) = exp ( C −1 y T r ) − exp ( C −1 n T r ) (3)
Substituting ( 3 ) into ( 1 ) and ( 2 ), the relation between the test
oisy speech y and training noisy speech y T r can be expressed as
ollows: 
 = y T r + h + g ( y T r , n , h , n T r ) (4)
g ( y T r , n , h , n T r ) ≡ C log (i + exp ( C −1 (n − h − y T r ) ) 
− exp ( C −1 ( n T r − y T r ) )) (5) 
Eq. (4) is expanded using a ﬁrst-order VTS [18] around the ini-
ial value { μy Tr , 0 , μn , 0 , h 0 } of { y T r , n , h } as follows: 
y ≈ μy Tr , 0 + h 0 + g ( μy Tr , 0 , μn , 0 , h 0 , n T r ) 
+ G y Tr ( y T r − μy Tr , 0 ) + G n (n − μn , 0 ) + G h (h − h 0 ) (6) 
here G y Tr , G h and G n are the Jacobians of ( 4 ) with respect to y T r ,
 and n , respectively, which will be explained in more detail in the
ollowing. 
Let μy Tr ,sm and y Tr ,sm denote the mean vector and diagonal
ovariance matrix of the m th Gaussian component in the s th state
f the MTR trained noisy speech HMM. The additive noise n of the
est noisy speech is assumed to be Gaussian with mean μn and
ovariance n . Also, the alignment between speech frame and the
orresponding Gaussian component of the HMM does not alter due
o the change in noise conditions. 
By taking the expected value of the terms in ( 6 ), the mean vec-
or μy,sm and covariance matrix y,sm of the adapted HMM can be
stimated as follows: 
y,sm = μy Tr ,sm + h 0 + g ( μy Tr ,sm , μn, 0 , h 0 , μn Tr ) 
+ G n,sm ( μn − μn, 0 ) + G h,sm (h − h 0 ) (7) 
y,sm ≈ G y Tr ,sm y Tr ,sm G T y Tr ,sm + G n,sm n G T n,sm (8) 
 
G y Tr ,sm ] il = 
∑ 
k 
C ik 
C −1 
kl 
1 + B k − A k 
(9) 
G h,sm 
]
il 
= 
∑ 
k 
C ik 
C −1 
kl 
(1 − A k ) 
1 + B k − A k 
(10) 
 
G n,sm ] il = 
∑ 
k 
C ik 
C −1 
kl 
B k 
1 + B k − A k 
(11) 
 k = exp 
( ∑ 
j 
C −1 
k j 
( μn Tr, j − μy Tr ,sm, j ) 
) 
(12) 
 k = exp 
( ∑ 
j 
C −1 
k j 
( μn , 0 , j − h 0 , j − μy Tr ,sm, j ) 
) 
(13) 
 ik = [ C ] ik , C −1 ik = 
[
C −1 
]
ik 
(14) 
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Table 1 
Performance comparison in WERs (%) of the proposed HMM adaptation method 
(MTR + MA) with CLEAN training, MTR training and conventional VTS when using 
SBE script in the Aurora 2 experiments. Results are shown separately for AFE and 
FE front-ends. The ﬁgures in the parenthesis represent the relative improvement in 
WERs (%) of the proposed method over conventional VTS and MTR, respectively. 
Set A Set B Set C Average 
FE CLEAN 41 .07 45 .69 32 .83 41 .27 
VTS 11 .61 10 .83 11 .85 11 .35 
MTR 13 .21 13 .13 15 .75 13 .68 
MTR + MA 9 .54 9 .99 9 .35 9 .68 
(vs. VTS) (17 .8) (7 .7) (21 .1) (14 .7) 
(vs. MTR) (27 .7) (23 .9) (40 .6) (29 .2) 
AFE CLEAN 13 .51 14 .40 15 .11 14 .19 
VTS 10 .74 10 .23 11 .36 10 .66 
MTR 8 .20 8 .88 9 .42 8 .72 
MTR + MA 7 .78 7 .83 7 .72 7 .79 
(vs. VTS) (27 .5) (23 .4) (32 .0) (26 .9) 
(vs. MTR) (5 .1) (11 .8) (18 .0) (10 .6) 
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s  As mentioned above, G y Tr ,sm , G h,sm and G n,sm are the Jacobians
of ( 4 ) with respect to y T r , h and n , respectively, evaluated at the
point { μy Tr ,sm , μn , 0 , h 0 } . In ( 7 ), μn Tr is the mean of the training
noise vector n T r , which is obtained by averaging the ﬁrst and last
15 frames from all the training utterances. The variance of n T r is
not considered in this paper for the simplicity of implementation.
μn , 0 , are the initial values of μn and h in the test noisy speech, re-
spectively. μn , 0 is initialized using the non-speech samples of the
test noisy speech and the channel noise h is initialized to zero.
The channel noise h is treated simply as a parameter, not a ran-
dom variable. The subscript j in ( 12 ) and ( 13 ) is used to represent
the J th component of the vectors. [ ] il represents an element in the
i th row and l th column of a matrix. 
The means and covariances corresponding to the delta and
acceleration feature vectors can be similarly adapted using the
continuous-time approximation [18,19] as follows: 
μ,y,sm = G y Tr ,sm μ, y Tr ,sm , 
,y,sm = G y Tr ,sm , y Tr ,sm G T y Tr ,sm + G n,sm n G T n,sm 
μ,y,sm = G y Tr ,sm μ, y Tr ,sm , 
,y,sm = G y Tr ,sm , y Tr ,sm G T y Tr ,sm + G n,sm n G T n,sm (15)
2.2. Re-estimation of noise parameters 
An iterative EM algorithm is used to re-estimate the noise pa-
rameters, μn and h in ( 7 ). The covariance matrix n of the additive
noise is not updated in this letter. 
Given a sequence of the test noisy speech feature vectors Y =
{ y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T } , the noise parameter ϕ = { μn , h } is re-estimated by
maximizing an auxiliary function Q(ϕ| ¯ϕ ) deﬁned as follows: 
Q ( ϕ| ¯ϕ ) = 
T ∑ 
t=1 
∑ 
s 
∑ 
m 
γtsm log p ( y t | s t = s, m t = m, ϕ, y ) (16)
where ϕ and ϕ¯ are new and old noise parameters. s and m de-
note, respectively, states and mixtures in a state of the HMM, s t 
and m t indicate the state and mixture component, respectively, at
time t . γtsm is the posterior probability p( s t = s, m t = m | Y , ϕ¯ , ¯y )
where ¯y is the old HMM parameters. p( y t | s t = s, m t = m, ϕ, y )
is the Gaussian probability density function N( y t ;μy,sm , y,sm )
with mean vectors and covariance matrices from ( 7 ), ( 8 ) and ( 15 ). 
To maximize the auxiliary function, we take the derivative of
( 16 ) with respect to μn , h and set the derivative equal to zero to
obtain the following re-estimation formula. 
μn = μn, 0 + 
{ ∑ 
t,s,m 
γtsm G n,sm 
T −1 y,sm G n,sm 
} −1 
·
×
{ ∑ 
t,s,m 
γtsm G n,sm 
T −1 y,sm ( y t − μy Tr ,sm − h 0 − g 0 ,sm ) 
} 
(17)
h = h 0 + 
{ ∑ 
t,s,m 
γtsm G h,sm 
T −1 y,sm G h,sm 
} −1 
·
×
{ ∑ 
t,s,m 
γtsm G h,sm 
T −1 y,sm ( y t − μy Tr ,sm − h 0 − g 0 ,sm ) 
} 
(18)
g 0 ,sm ≡ g ( μy Tr ,sm , μn, 0 , h 0 , μn Tr ) (19)
In summary, the iterative EM algorithm for the HMM param-
eter adaptation is performed by ﬁrst updating the HMM parame-
ters using initialized noise parameters μn, 0 , h 0 as in ( 7 ), ( 8 ), ( 15 ).
Then, the noise parameters are re-estimated as in ( 17 ), ( 18 ) using
the updated HMM parameters, which are used to update the HMMarameters again. The re-estimation process can be repeated until
he log-likelihood of the test noisy speech converges, but single it-
ration was performed in our experiments to reduce the computa-
ion time. 
. Experiments and results 
To test the proposed HMM adaptation method, experiments
ere performed on the Aurora 2 database [10] . The baseline noisy
peech HMM was trained using the MTR data of the Aurora 2
atabase which consists of clean and noisy speech signals contam-
nated by various types of noise signals (Subway, Babble, Car, and
xhibition) with SNR ranges from 0 to 20 dB in 5 dB intervals. 
Three test sets (Set A, Set B, and Set C) are used for recogni-
ion experiments. They are corrupted by a range of noise types
ith SNRs of −5, 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 dB. Set A is corrupted by
dditive noise of which the types (Subway, Babble, Car, and Exhi-
ition) are known during training, while Set B is corrupted with
nknown types (Restaurant, Street, Airport, and Train Station) of
dditive noises, and Set C is corrupted by a combination of convo-
ution and additive noise (Subway, Street). 
We used two widely known speech front-ends for the ex-
eriments. The ﬁrst is entitled FE, which consists of 13th order
el-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs) with the 0th cepstral
oeﬃcient along with their delta and acceleration coeﬃcients to
onstruct a 39-dimensional feature vector for each frame [20] . The
econd feature set is a noise robust version of the FE, which is
enerally called AFE (Advanced Front-End) in the literature and
nown to signiﬁcantly reduce word error rates in noisy conditions
21] . We extracted 39-dimentional feature vectors in the AFE to be
onsistent with the feature size used for the FE. 
The acoustic models were trained using both the Complex Back
nd (CBE) and Simple Back End (SBE) scripts [10] , which are each
eparately deﬁned for the Aurora 2 database. For the SBE model,
he HMM for each digit consists of 16 states with 3 Gaussian mix-
ures in each state. In addition, a three-state silence model with
 Gaussian mixtures per state and a one-state pause model tied
ith the center state of the silence model are used. For the CBE,
he number of mixtures in each state is increased to 20 and 36
or the digit and silence model, respectively. The hidden Markov
odel toolkit (HTK) was employed to train and test the HMM used
n this study [22] . 
In Table 1 , the word error rates (WERs) of the proposed HMM
daptation method (MTR + MA (Model Adaptation)) using SBE script
s shown along with CLEAN training, conventional VTS and MTR
raining. The results are shown separately for AFE and FE. 
As expected, the VTS applied to the clean speech HMM
igniﬁcantly improves the performance of CLEAN training. Its
Y. Chung / Pattern Recognition Letters 75 (2016) 36–40 39 
Table 2 
Performance comparison in WERs (%) of the proposed HMM adaptation method 
(MTR + MA) with CLEAN training, MTR training and conventional VTS when using 
CBE script in the Aurora 2 experiments. Results are shown separately for AFE and 
FE front-ends. The ﬁgures in the parenthesis represent the relative improvement in 
WERs (%) of the proposed method over conventional VTS and MTR, respectively. 
Set A Set B Set C Average 
FE CLEAN 43 .11 49 .82 31 .31 43 .43 
VTS 9 .38 9 .0 9 .12 9 .17 
MTR 8 .75 10 .28 12 .14 10 .04 
MTR + MA 7 .03 8 .27 6 .71 7 .46 
(vs. VTS) (25 .0) (8 .1) (26 .4) (18 .6) 
(vs. MTR) (19 .6) (19 .5) (44 .7) (25 .6) 
AFE CLEAN 13 .0 13 .44 14 .69 13 .51 
VTS 9 .33 8 .83 10 .32 9 .33 
MTR 6 .31 7 .0 7 .31 6 .78 
MTR + MA 6 .0 6 .26 5 .81 6 .07 
(vs. VTS) (35 .6) (29 .1) (43 .7) (34 .9) 
(vs. MTR) (4 .9) (10 .6) (20 .5) (10 .4) 
Table 3 
Performance comparison in WERs (%) of the proposed MTR + MA with NAT using 
CBE script. 
Set A Set B Set C Average 
MTR 6 .31 7 .0 7 .31 6 .79 
Baseline (NAT) 6 .26 6 .74 7 .79 6 .76 
MTR + MA 6 .0 6 .26 5 .81 6 .07 
NAT 6 .34 6 .23 6 .11 6 .25 
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Fig. 1. Relative improvement (%) in WERs of MTR + MA and NAT over MTR and the 
Baseline (NAT), respectively. 
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s  erformance also outperforms MTR when using FE, but it is infe-
ior to MTR when AFE is used. VTS does not seem to gain much
mprovement by using AFE while there is signiﬁcant improvement
n the MTR training. 
By applying the proposed adaption method to the MTR, we
ould further improve the performance of MTR in both FE and
FE. MTR + MA is shown to outperform MTR as well as VTS at both
ront-ends, which demonstrates the superiority of the proposed al-
orithm. The relative improvement of MTR + MA over VTS and MTR
s also shown in Table 1 . 29.2% and 10.6% relative improvement
n average WERs over MTR training is obtained by applying the
roposed adaption method when using FE and AFE, respectively.
t is also shown that 14.7% and 26.9% relative improvement over
TS is obtained with the proposed method for each front-end,
espectively. 
Since the performance of an algorithm may depend on the
omplexity of the acoustic modeling, the proposed HMM adapta-
ion method has also been tested on CBE script and the results are
hown in Table 2 . Since more detailed acoustic modeling is used in
BE script, the results of VTS and MTR in Table 2 are much better
han those in Table 1. 
We can see that the performance of MTR using CBE script is
mproved by applying the proposed adaption method. The relative
mprovement shown in Table 2 has similar trend as in Table 1 ,
hich shows the robustness of the proposed method against the
ariability in the acoustic modeling of the HMM. 
In Table 3 , we compare MTR + MA with the recently published
oise Adaptive Training (NAT) algorithm, which is one of the repre-
entative HMM adaptation methods that make use of noisy speech
rained HMM based on VTS. The comparison was performed using
BE script and the WERs of NAT are quoted from the original paper
15] . 
Since it is not easy to directly compare the two results due
o the different baseline systems, we also show the result of the
aseline system of NAT (Baseline (NAT)), which was trained by
aximum likelihood (ML) criterion using MTR data of the Aurora
 database. Although they used the same training data, a slightifference in performance is observed between the MTR training
nd the Baseline (NAT), which may be due to the different training
rocedures used in the two methods. While the average WERs
f the two baseline recognizers are very close (6.79% vs. 6.76%),
e can see that MTR + MA shows better performance than NAT
6.07% vs. 6.25%). 
To investigate the recognition results in more detail, Fig. 1
hows the relative improvement (%) in WERs of MTR + MA and NAT
ver their respective baseline recognizers, the MTR and the Base-
ine (NAT). We can see that MTR + MA achieves better relative im-
rovement over its baseline than NAT. Especially, the improvement
s prominent for Set A and Set B, while similar improvement is
hown for Set C. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, there have been other recent
oisy speech HMM adaptation methods like Joint Adaptive Training
JAT), Joint Uncertainty Decoding (JUD) and Irrelevant Variability
ormalization (IVN). They are similar to NAT in their ideas. Basi-
ally, they make it possible to estimate the PDF of the noisy ob-
ervations given the parameters of the pseudo clean speech HMM.
ike NAT, IVN estimates the pseudo clean speech HMM parame-
ers from MTR trained noisy speech HMM using VTS. IVN is a lit-
le different from NAT in its implementation of VTS and the HMM
arameters to be updated. JAT is basically based on JUD which
xplicitly models the conditional PDF of noisy speech given the
lean speech HMM for a small set of regression classes. But it
dditionally can construct the pseudo clean HMM from the noisy
peech trained (multi-style) HMM as done in NAT and INV. When
he joint conditional PDF in JUD is estimated using VTS for each
aussian mixture component of the HMM rather than for the
egression classes, it is thought that JAT will produce the same
dapted HMM parameter as in NAT [15] . From these facts, the
ecent HMM adaptation methods using multi-style HMM do not
eem quite different from each other in their performance and
deas. 
The proposed method is basically different from the aforemen-
ioned multi-style HMM adaptation methods since it adapts di-
ectly the parameters of the MTR trained HMM, which is more
dvantageous in utilizing the inherent noise robustness of the
oisy speech HMM. In conventional noisy speech recognition, di-
ect use of the noisy speech HMM has often shown improved
erformance over the mathematical approach based on clean
peech HMM. For example, the Jacobian Adaptation (JA) of noisy
peech HMMs has shown better performance than the mathemat-
cal model based adaptation methods like PMC, especially when
he amount of noise samples available is small [12] . The supe-
ior performance of the proposed method over NAT may be at-
ributed to the same ground. Also, since the proposed method
oes not need estimate the parameters of the pseudo clean
peech HMM, its implementation is simple without some intricate
40 Y. Chung / Pattern Recognition Letters 75 (2016) 36–40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[  mathematical formulations used in other noise adaptive training
methods. 
4. Conclusions 
In this letter, we proposed an HMM parameter adaptation
method for noise robust speech recognition. Contrary to conven-
tional adaptation methods where the baseline recognizer is trained
with clean speech, the proposed method adapts the parameters of
the MTR trained noisy speech HMM. The method is based on a
novel relation between the test and training noisy speech in the
cepstrum domain. By using VTS approximation, the mean and co-
variance of the MTR trained HMMs are adapted to the test noisy
speech in an iterative EM algorithm, where additive and channel
noise parameters are also re-estimated. We have shown that the
proposed method achieves about 10% and 25% relative improve-
ment over the MTR trained HMM when using CBE script for FE
and AFE front-ends, respectively. It also performed better than NAT
algorithm which is one of the recent HMM adaptation methods
based on noisy speech HMM. The superior performance of the pro-
posed method may be attributed to the direct adaptation of the
noisy speech HMM. Also, the relative simple implementation com-
pared with other noise adaptive training methods is another merit
of the proposed method. 
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